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Towers Residents Combat Roach Problem
Willis suggests in order to solve
the problem, management
should exterminate the dorms
Snidents continue to com- in the summer to prevent
plain about visitation policies roaches from appearing
in residence halls. However, when school begins.
this time the problem
Junior biology major, Antonio
is not rel~··ed to limited Bush agreed, but said it is not only manhours their friends can agement's responsibility.
visit, but the extended
"Roaches come from the cleanliness
visitation of roaches.
of an individual," Bush said. "When the
Some residents in the problem of roaches escalates, then the
Towers are thinking of ways to wipe out dorm maintenance should come in and
the roaches.
handle the situation."
"It's clearly a problem," said junior
Others who have actually encounfinance major Jamel Willis, who tered roaches have different methods
sees roaches on a daily
basis.
of dealing with them.
www.coppersttd.com
"I've seen a couple of roaches
every now and then in the Towers," said
junior psychology major Michelle Cutts.
"I don't see why though. I don't live by
BY RAVEN STROMAN

BREAKING NEWS

CANDIDATES DEBATE
ISSUES IN THE QUAD
Who Knows
What?
HUSAand
undergraduate
trustee
candidates
question their
opponent's
knowledge on
honesty, the
tuition.increase
and universal calendar?
PAGE2

CAMPUS

BLACK GIRLS GONE
BLOND
Students
discuss
whether
dying or
highlighting
their hair
blond is a
growing
trend among
Black
women,
or an
unconscious
submission to European
standards of beauty.
PAGE2

SPORTS

LADY BISON LACROSSE
OPENS UP SEASON
After two postponed games, the
Lady Bison lacrosse
team finally played their first
match of th-e yeat ·on
Wednesday. See how they
fa ired. PAGE 5

LIFE &STYLE

SHAPING UP FOR
SPRING BREAK
Before HU
students hit
the beach
for Spring
Break they
are first
hitting local
gyms to
make sure
their six
packs are
packed. PAGE 8
HU CALENDAR

MARCH4
Charter Day Convocation

MARCH5
Charter Day Dinner

MARCH12
Second Deferred Tuition
Payment Due

MARCH12
FAFSAApplication Due

WEATHER
Today---Flurrries

Contributing Writer

BYMIKE HOLMES
Hilltop Staff Writer

Grievances about the i-Lab were discussed at
the General Assembly meeting yesterday at 7 p.m.
in the Blackburn Forum.
Additionally, the Assembly addressed the current elections, committee reports and talked to
Charles Moore, director of information systems
and services. Joining him was Clinton Walker, the
director of the i-Lab.
"I had a frank and open conversation with
your [Howard University Student Association)
pi:esident, Mr. Woody, about concerns we both
have," Moore said.
The first issue Moore addressed was access
hours to the· computer lab, specifically on
Sundays.
The i-Lab is currently open noon to midnight
on Sundays. However, Woody has proposed having the lab stay open continuously from noon
M•Y• Cllllam· Senior Photo Editor
Sunday into regular operating hours Monday.
Cardozo High had its second mercury spill in less than a week yesterday. The hazardous vapors were
"The issue is and always has been budget,"
found in the stairwell, and the school was put on lockdown so that 600 students and faculty could be
Moore said to Woody's proposal.
tested. The school resumed classes on Tuesday, more than a week after the spill.
Moore expanded on the subject by explaining
that Howard University d,oes not have the money
to staff the necessary personnel to operate at the
times Woody suggests but said the issue would be
looked at again during the next fiscal year.
Walker took over the forun1 as the discussion BY CIARA FAMBLE
shifted to more technical problen1s.
Contributing Writer
Walker suggested that the best method of
assuring peak performance in your computer was
City officials recently announced
by updating your virus scans and operating sys- plans to activate four more stationtems. Moore added that Howard would provide ary photo radar cameras as part of its
the software.
ongoing efforts to reduce traffic and
"How are you going to get information out speeding violations.
to students about the software?" asked sophoThe new cameras, which will
more print journalism major and John H. Johnson be located at the 4700 block of
School of Communications representative Jennifer MacArthur Boulevard, the 280Q
Bryant.
block of Benning Road, the ioo block
Moore stated that he has visited each of the . of Michigan Avenue, and the 5400
schools several times in an effort to hand out block of i 61h Street, will be in addition
software and even placed signs in the each of the to the 65 photo enforcement cameras
""ww.bris1·01va.org
dorms.
alfeady in use.
The
District
of
Columbia
will
be
adding
new
radars
to
catch
speeders
"I always have software," Moore said as he
The cameras are stationed in
reached under his seat and pulled out a box of various stoplights throughout the on the highways. Previous earners made over $30 million for the city.
antivirus software.
District, but there is also a fleet of on the side of the road. Many are in traffic. When a vehicle speeds or runs
eight mobile radar vehicles, which areas that are in school or church a red light, a photo will be taken
are usually cars positioned to look zones, or that have heavy pedestrian
like they have broken down and left
See CAMERAS, Campus A3

More Radar Ca01eras To Be Installed

Supreme Court Justices Hear Ten
Commandments Case Admist Protests

Thursday---Flurries

High: 40
Low:23

BY KEVIN HARRIS
Nation & World Editor
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On Wednesday the Supreme Court heard
arguments about the Ten Commandments.

.• .

residents should avoid leaving
food out on the counters and
constantly take out the
trash."
If the problem
persists,
McDougle
said students should go to
the front desk and put in a request
for an extermination to handle the
problem. Additionally, if students are
going to be gone from their room for
at least four hours, main- tenance can
fog the entire suite to rid
\t h e
rooms of roaches.
However, some
students who have
stayed in the Towers
during the summer
argue that roaches are a problem
in the dorms year-round.
See ROACH, Campus A3

Budget to
Blame for
iLab Issues

High: 40
Low:22 ·

#

a trash chute and rny suitemates are
clean."
__,,
To prevent roaches, Cutts
keeps her room clean, places
'\ roach motels around her kitchen,
and has a can of Raid handy.
Other students have methods of combat that do not seem to be
working.
"I have many methods to kill the
roaches, yet they break down my defense
and intrude on my environment," Willis
said.
William McDougle, a maintenance worker for the Towers, suggests basic hygiene tips for students to avoid roaches.
"Students should keep
their room clean and clean
it as much as they can,"
McDougle said. "Dorm

The Supreme Court heard arguments yesterday on whether it is
constitutional to allow the Ten
Commandments to be displayed on
government property, various news
agencies report.
A decision, for or against, could
dramatically reshape the role religion plays in government across the
nation. The justices seemed to have
this in mind during yesterday's arguments.
"I don't see why the one is good
and the other is bad," Justice Antonin
Scalia said.

Scalia appeared to side with those
in favor of allowing the displays,
noting that it is currently lawful for
prayers invoking God's name to be
recited on government property.
He argued, if invoking God's
name is lawful on government property, then why not allow the Ten
Commandments to be displayed.
In their questions and comments
from the bench, the justices struggled
to establish a clear constitutional rule
· on whether the Ten C01nmandments
s;ould be displayed on government
property without smearing the line
separating chur~h and state.
~
The final decision, expected in
June, is needed to bring closure to a
I
•

..,.t..

question that has long sparked debate
among Americans.
However, a poll taken last month
by AP-Ipsos reported that 76 percent of Americans support allowing
the Ten Commandments on public
property.
Despite these numbers, in
Alabama last year, many were outraged when Chief Justice Roy
Moore lost his job after defying a
federal order to ren1ove a Ten
Commandments monument from
the state courthouse.
Outside the Supreme Court
building yesterday, some Americans
See TEN, Campus A3
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Black Girls Going Blonde a Growing Trend at HU
BY SONIA SUMMERS
Contributing Writer

\lark "'•K· ~taff PhotOftraphtr

For a number of reasons, an increasing number of black females on Howard's campus and
throughout the United States are dying or highlighting their hair blond.

The number of blonds
attending Howard is starting
to increase according to some
students, but they do not mean
that White enrollment at the
University has gone up.
Instead, they believe the
number of Black girls opting for
blond hair is rising and can be
seen in Black women who dye or
highlight their hair blond.
While some students think
the added color is an attempt to
keep up with the latest trends,
others claim it is an effort to
appear more Eurocentric.
"I feel some do it because
they need a change," said
senior physical education major
Stephen Robinson. "They feel
the more extreme the better, and
blond, for some, is extreme."
Sophomore criminal justice
and Spanish double major Leigh
Anderson thinks Black women
dye their hair to meet the
European standards of beauty.
"Everybody always says
it is to make it more manageable and stuff, but at that time
white women were the pinnacle of beauty," Robinson said.

"After being slaves, I doubt that
straightening 0ur hair and making it easier to manage was top
priority, it was all about survival
and looking like the people that
were surviving at that time."
J unior film production
major Yasmen Howell admits to
dying her hair blond and suggests that Black females choose
their hair color by seeing which
hair color is most prominent in
music videos.
"I dye my hair once a year,"
Howell said. "I think it is a
trend. I have died my hair every
color that has been hot. It was
red before and it was black last
year."
However, other students
who have dyed or highlighted
their hair blond say they did it
for reasons excluding the desire
to be trendy or look Eurocentric.
Some Howard students with
naturally dark hair decide to
dye their hair blond to brighten
it up.
"My hair is really, really
dark and I wanted to do something different," said Nina
Harrison, sophomore undecided major. "If people do it to
look more Eurocentric it is a
subconscious thing because we

are trained to conform to the
white idea of beauty. People do
no think 'I want to appear more
Eurocentric.' There arc not a lot
of options that look natural for
black girls."
Harrison suggests that Black
girls who go blond to keep up
with the latest look model their
hair after singer and actress
Beyonce. Howard University
males, on the other hand, feel
that females are looking for
attention by coloring their hair.
Shaun Carter, a jun ior economics major, prefers the natural look over the latest trends.
"They might not know they
are looking for attention but
they are," Carter said. "It looks
good on a few but it does not
look better than the normal hair
color. I heard it damages you r
hair anyway so you should not
do it."
Sophomore business major
StephaneAssoumou said whether or not blond hair is attractive
on Black females depends on
the woman's features .
"Not everybod) can pull it
off," Assoumou said. "It depends
on certain physical characteristics."

PC Support Betters African- Howard Students Urged to
American Community
Sell Textbooks to Bookstore

BY ANDREA J. HILL

BY LAUREN STEPHENS

Contributing Writer

Hilltop Staff Writer

From
smger
Roberta
Flack, to Supreme Court
Justice Thurgood l\farshall to
actress Debbie Allen, Howard
University alumni are know
for doing big things. Othniel
Alphonse, a 2004 graduate and
owner of Odee-O's PC Support
Group, is another name to
lengthen the list of Howard
greats.
The 25-ycar-old New York
native believes that pet"sonal
computers can be p">wer"ul
tools if used wisely. Under the
motto "Liberating the Power
of Computer Technology and
Information Technology For
All," Alphonse and his company
believe a dependable PC/net\1ar-lt"nt lla"lhn>nt·Staff VhOU)jtraphtr
work system is necessary within
the black com1nunity in order Twenty-five-year-old Othnlel Alphonse does his part to give
to disseminr tc, share and use back to the Black community by sharing his knowledge o n
information to advance black computers through Odee-O's PC Support Group.
individuals and comr1u 1itics.
and prof 'Ssors. \Vhile assisting ness partner with classmate
"I wanted a company that
his clients with their computers and roo1nmate Clayton Harris.
would first provide excellent PC
they would refer to Alphonse as Harris, who had a re-sellers
support to clients and secondly
"Odee-0."
license in Illinois, also started
help young entrepreneurs reach
"I used my nickname [to his own company called Harris
their goals," said Alphonse.
Alphonse currently works name my company) because it's Computers.
my method of engaging with
"We would go from dorm to
for the Chief Information
Officer's suite at Howard, focus- a client informally," Alphonse dorm passing out flyers advering on information technology said. "When I fix their con1- tising our partnership," Harris
project management. He i. 'llso puter I want it to be personal, said. "Othniel is a focused individual who achieves his goals.
getting lis nmsters in infonna- and build a relationsh11 · "
,\Jpl onse began build- He is passionate about computtion security.
ing relationships through bis ers and puts his heart into PC
During his spare time in
PC support as a sophomore
undergraduate school, he began
at Howard. He was a busiSee PC, News A4
fixing computers for his friends

High prices, long lines,
out of stock. At the beginning of each semester, buying textbooks at the Howard
University bookstore is a
source of anger and confusion
for many students which has
led some to utilize other methods of book-buying.
However, according to
bookstore director Antwan
Clinton, there are ways students can help solve their o·wn
complaints.
"[Textbooks] cost too
much and are only used for
\l•)• Gilliam·"- n'°r l"horo f'.dilor
a semester," said junior marketing major Tiffany Cofield. Students opt to use online sources or friends instead of
"They change the edition too using the Howard University Bookstore.
often and the information
According to Clinton, pric- tee consists of representatives
doesn't change that much."
While some students opt es of textbooks are a problem from each school and college
and •ht HUSA president and
to go without books because of at colleges in general.
"In the bookstore indus- vice president.
high prices, others photo copy
Clinto1 said onl 01 the
the required reading or borrow try, textbook pricing is an issul
nationwide,"
Clinton
said.
"We
ways students can help themthe books from classmates.
Junior political science major are actively llying to figure out selves is to sell more books
Brandon Bradford has his own ways to lower costs. It is not back to the b0okstorc during
way to get around high prices our position to charge as much the book buy back nea:- the
as possible."
end of the semester, a process
at the HUB.
In an effort to combat that very few Ho•vard students
"The prices of te.x1:books
are expensive," said junior the problem, Clinton along participate in compared to
political science major Brandon with the Bookstore Advisory other schools.
"According to the nationBradford. "Sometimes I'm Committee meet once a
forced to buy them in the book- semester to "provide feedback al average 11.£ p-'ro lt of
store or online if I don't need and guidance about how to textbooks "'""Id are used "
to have them right away, but improve service and products
See HUB, News A4
of the bookstore. The commitusually I trade with friends. "

Beginning Swimming Class Offers Tools for Student Success
BY MERCEDES WHITE
Contributing Writer

Students in the College of
Arts and Sciences have to get
their "feet wet" before entering
the real world. Students within
the school must take swimming
prior to graduating because it
is a general education requirement.
Fine Arts students arc the
only exception with not having
to meet thi!i physical education
requirement. The Associate
Dean of Natural Sciences,
Robert Catchings, said they are
excluded because the former
College of Fine Arts did not
require swimming prior to its
merger with the former College
of Liberal Arts.
Faculty and staff that were
asked about the swimming
requirement within the Collc~:e
of Arts and Sciences had no
idea when the requirement was
enacted. Much of the current
faculty and staff members said
that the swin1ming requirement
was in place before they began
working at Howard.
Catchings believes that the

requirement goes as far back as
the 1<)6o's. Swimming courses
are under the department of
Health, Human Performance
and Leisure Studies, which is
under Natural Sciences within the College of Arts and
Science.
James McCall, Sr., a
Howard alumnus that attended Howard from 1941-1945
said, ''We lmen] had to take
defensive arts when I was at
Howard bl'cause it was during
wartime but swimming \'vas not
required."
Swi1n Coach and Professor
Darrell Fogan stressed its
importance in the AfricanAmerican community and at
Howard. "What I have noticed
over the past to years is that the
level of fitness of students coming into Howard has dropped,"
Fogan -;aid.
Students that enroll in
Beginning Swimn1ing with
Fogan n1ust tread water while
singing Howard's alma mater
to demonstrate competence in
water. To pass the final exam,
students must do a feet-first
surface dive followed by laps of

freestyle and elen1entary backstroke swimming.
Fogan is also the president and founder of The ~letro
Wellness Institute, a non-profit
health and fitness organization
he began in 1992. The organization teaches Aquatics training in Water Safety, Lifeguard,
CPR and First Aid.
"People who arc not in our
deparllnent, Arts & Sciences, or
even students that are in the
School of Business are coming
to me looking to take swimming classes," Fogan said.
Guy Assad, a sophomore
civil engineering major, is one
of many non-Arts and Science
students taking the course.
"I think it's cool," Guy said.
"I don't know how lo swim but
it's something that I've always
been interested in."
Fogan said that many students come into the class with
negative thoughts and fears
that have prevented the1n from
learning how to swim.
"The most common thing
I've heard from students is that
See SWIMMING, News A4

P•tri<L J Kk>on• 'talT l'l•Ol~npb<r

Whtie some students complain about the swimming requirement, many others feel It Is a fun
and beneficial course.

•
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BUSA, Trustee Candidates Question Each Other
BY CHRISTINA M. WRIGHT
Asst. Campus Editor

Howard University Student
Association president, vice president undergraduate trustee candidates battled over who was the
most informed at the General
Elections speak out in the Truth
Hall lounge at 7 p.m.
April Harley, HUSA vice
president candidate under the
platform of Innovation along
with presidential candidate
Byron Stewart, noted L'lat Erin
Ferguson, HUSA vice president candidate was quoted
in The Hilltop as saying the
Universal Calendar had already
been attempted. "They called it
the United Council of Student
Organizations," Harley said and
asked him to explain.
Ferguson said he had done
his research and found that
the ReDefinition slate, Conrad
Woody and Freda Henry, had in
fact made an effort to bring the
organizations together, but had
only succeeded in meeting once.
"I think [ReDefinition] made
a very valiant effort," Ferguson
said.
"But it would see that student organizations appreciate
the competition. They apprectiate wide diversity of programs
for students. So1netimes [stu-

dents] want to see the different
things offered by different organizations."
Harley, who currently serves
as HUSA student organization
coordinator, said there were
efforts in getting organizations
together, but there have never
been any efforts to create the
Universal calendar.
Stewart and Harley were
asked byTahman Bradley, HUSA
president candidate, to clarify a
mishap he found in a statement
made at the last speak out.
"At the last speak out, you
said that there is a 24-hour visitation pilot [in the making),"
Bradley said.
"When I spoke 'vith Dean
[Charles] Gibbs [Dean of
Residence Life], he informed
me the program does not exist.
How do you explain that, and do
you think the HUSA president
should be honest?"
Stewart said the program
had been an issue brought to the
Trustee Board by a student, and,
"honestly," the matter 1nay be
above the head of Dean Gibbs.
Undergraduate
Trustee
candidates Brooke Hyman,
Precious Kofie, and Asso Aidoo,
were challenged \vith answering
whether they would vote, right
now, for a tuition increase.
Kofie and Hyn1an said they
would vote no. Aidoo went

against the grain.
"I would vote 'yes "' Aidoo
'
'
said. "If we are going to advance
as a university, we have to get
finances and funding."
J.P. Howard, current undergraduate trustee asked Hyman,
Kofie and Aidoo if they knew
what would happen with finan· cial aid if the proposed six percent increase were to pass.
All three were stumped.
. Kofie said she did not know, but
would research the topic and be
prepared to answer at any future
events.
Hyman and Aidoo admitted
to not knowing the answer, but
speculated that the financial aide
would also increase. Howard
confirmed their speculations.
Stewart compared the difference between his platform,
and his opponents', Back to the
Basics, to MapQuest and an
experienced driver.
"MapQuest will give you
precise directions," Stewart said.
"An experienced driver would be
able to tell you that a road is
closed and there is a detour. We
are experienced, while my opponents are much like MapQuest."

Thursday, Marcli
3, 2005
College of Arts
and Sciences .
Speak Out: UGSA
Candidates
7 p.m.
Location:
Douglass Hall,
Room 116

;'liirolt"

Rttd·Sto.rr PhoCC>jtraphtr

Junior English major and HUSA Vice Presidential Candidate
April Harley questioned opponent Erin Fergu~on.

Georgia Club: 'Put
Protesters Surround Supreme
Court Building During Discussion Yo' Hood Up'
TEN, from Campus A 1

had their own opinions on how
the court should rule.
Johnny Horton, a 45year-old visual specialist for
the United States Military at
WestPoint, said all the controversy over the Ten Commandments
is overblown. Horton said the
Ten Commandments should be
allowed to stand on government
property, especially courthouses.
"If you look at every law

from the beginning of time,
every law that we now use was
based on a foundation from the
bible," Horton said."We should
be looking at whether or not the
laws are fair and is everyone on
trial being treated fairly in our
justice system."
The question of fairness in
tlle justice system is why some
are opposed to allowing the displays to stand on government
property.
Many, like 32-year-old
Donald Washington of Virginia,

worry that allowing the displays
on government property or in
courthouses ''\fill prejudice the
system.
"What about the people
who are put on trial and they
are not from tllis country or
they believe in Allah instead
of Jesus?" Washington asked.
"Allowing the commandments
or any symbols of Christianity
in our court rooms would totally prejudice our courts against
these 'people."

Tower Residents Tired of
'Unwanted House Guests'
ROACH, from Campus A 1

"The Towers is the worst
place I've ever stayed in," said
sophomore political science
major Hilary Patterson. "The
Towers had roaches and mice
and I couldn't deal with either."
Patterson now lives in

Meridian and said that besides
"I don't want to see roaches
the "cruddy floors in the rooms," just like you don't want to see
she has no c01nplaints.
. roaches," Jackson says to his
Junior broadcast journalism residents.
major Brian Jackson is a resi"This is my home for the
dent assistant in Meridian and year and I don't want to see
said he has yet to see a roach. roaches in my house."
He stresses cleanliness to his
residents.

District of Columbia Uses New
Radar System to Bring in Money
CAMERAS, from Campus A 1

last montll alone.
Yet officials insist that the
from of tlle back of his or her car. measures are strictly about safeA fee, which can range from $30 ty. Kevin P. Morison, spokesto $200, will be assessed and man for Metropolitan Police
sent to the address that matches Chief Charles A. Ramsey was
quoted as saying, "The decisions
the registered vehicle owner.
Since the cameras' inception for deployment of cameras are
in 2001, the numbers of motor- driven by safety, not revenue.
ists caught aggressively speed- We're not directed by tlle maying has decreased dramatically, ors' office."
Though the Metropolitan
from one in three to one in 30,
and the number of traffic-related Police Department website
fatalities in D.C has decreased describes the goals of the photo55 percent, from 38 percent in enforcement program as reducing "traffic violations, and, as
2001to17 percent in 2004.
Law enforcement officials a result, decreasing crashes,
have been met with heavy criti- preventing injuries, and savcism from area residents who ing lives," students and area
feel tllat the cameras have been residents are concerned that the
instituted as a way to raise photo-enforcement method is
only a priority because of the
money for the city.
The District issued more money it could potentially bring
than $ 2 milhon in traffic cita- Ill.
"It's all about revenue,"
tions last month alone and
biology
niajor
has raised over $47 million sophomore
in revenue from red light and Latisha Wright said. "It isn't a
speeding
photo-enforcement safety issue because there are
cameras. One of the most active other approaches tlley could
sites is the 2800 block of New take.
Who's to say tl1at someYork Avenue, which generated
at least $396,ooo in $30 fines one couldn't slow down at the

[photo-enforced] light and then ·
speed up and kill son1eone at the
next one? People will speed if
they want to. This is just another
way for them to tax their residents."
Matt Blair, a junior English
nlajor, has gotten numerous
tickets from tlle cameras. He
also believes tllat photo-enforcement cameras are just to make
money. "I know it's all about
money," Blair said.
"When I first got here someone told me that one of the
major sources of income for the
city was from traffic violations,
and it's true."
.
Jason Douglass, a sophomore engineering major, has
never gotten any traffic violations from the speed cameras.
"I just slow down because I
know where the cameras are.
And it's not even about safety.
Once everyone finds out where
are, they just slow down.
Crashes happen from people
doing stupid things, not from
speeding. This is really all about
money."

Upcoming
Events

BY LAUREN STEPHENS
Hilltop Staff Writer

The East Ballroom was left
with standing room only for the
Georgia Club's second annual
"Put Yo Hood Up" Talent show
last night at 7p.m.
The talent show, hosted
by junior broadcast journalism major Angela Hailstork
and sophomore Devaughn
Ward, featured members from
the California, Louisiana, and
Georgia Clubs. Each group was
given 10 minutes to perform
in front of the panel of judges
made up of students from each
club represented in the show.
The Vizion Performance
Team opened the show dancing to a medley of songs including "Get Right" by J. Lo, and
"Bring'em Out'" by T.I. to get
the crowd ready for the rest of
the show.
The California club, which
won first place, was the first
act of the evening performing a
skit imitating each region and
their style of music and dance,
including New York, the South,
and the DC metropolitan area.
They ended their performance
with a tribute to the west coast,
stating that "The West Never
Fell Off."
"The whole focus of the Cali
club this year is to be unique
and do tlle unexpected," said
sophomore broadcast journalism major Courtney Maye,
president of the California
club.
"We figured everybody
would dance, so we tried to do
something different. We have
dancers, actors, and funny
people so we did something to
include everybody. We a gave

a shout-out to every club in our
own special way. n
The next club to perform
was the Louisiana Club which
performed a skit about a girl
from Iowa visiting friends in
Louisiana.
Between
performances,
DJ Ridiculous got the crowd
into the show by playing various regional hits as students
danced in the aisles
WhiletheNewYorkclubdid
not have a group performance,
senior print journalism major
Jonathan Davis, also known as
J-Roc from Hempstead, Long
Island, delivered a freestyle to
Jay-Z's "Encore" in tribute to
his home state.
The Georgia club was the
last act to take the stage and
perfonned a down-south rendition of Showtime at the Apollo,
with a twist. The performers were
all southem versions of themselves, complete with names like
Diamond of Misdemeanor Mobb,
the cousin of Crime Mob.
Overall, the show was a success for the Geo1gia Club, which
took second place to the Califomia
Club. which won the 50 dollar
first prize in the competition.
'Tm thrilled about the tllmout
tonight.'' said sophomore Natayla
Bodrick, vice presid~nt of the
Georgia Club. "There were more
people here than we ever imagined. This turnout was bigger than
last year and we hope it continues
to increase in the future."
Georgia week continues
tonight with "Confessions Part
Tll," an open mic night in the
digital auditorium in Blackbum
center at 7 p.m. and "Pumps
and Stillettoes," a party at Fur
Nightclub tomorrow night.

l'a1rlck Jackson·Statr Pho1ogru1>htr

As a part of Georgia Week, the Georgia Club hosted a state
club talent show in the Blackburn East Ballroom Wednesday.

School of
Business
Speak Out:
Executive Board
Candidates
7 p.m.
Location: School
of Business,
Room 200
School of
Education
Speak Out: All
Candidates
7 p.m.
Location:
Blackburn
University Center,
Hilltop Lounge
School of
Communications
The State of
the School of
Communications
Panel Discussion
7 p.m.
Location:
School of
Cotnmunications,
RoomGlO
College of
Engineering,
Architecture
& Computer
Sciences~-

Speak Out: All
Candidates
7 p.m.
Location:
Downing
Engineering
' Library
Room 2019

College of
Pharmacy,
Nursing & Allied
Health Sciences
Speak Out: All
Candidates
7 p.m.
Location: College
of Pharmacy
Building,
Room 124
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HUB Officials Say Selling Text Howard Alum Uses Computer
Books Back Keeps Prices Down Company to Reach Students
HUB, from Campus A2.

Clinton said. "At Howard, only
six percent of books are used.
Statistically, Howard is way
behind universities of our si7.C.
I would rather sell used books
bcc<.1usc they are more prcJfitable than new ones. Not a lot of
mom·y is in textbook sales. We
mark it up enough to cover our
costs but we barely break even ."
Despite the 25 percent
increase of participation in the
book buy back for the spring
semester, many students do
not participate in the progrJm
because they foci 1t is not worthwhile.
"H's high way robbery on
the book buy back," said senior
finance major Darryl Lockett. "I
give my books to friends. For

what I get at the bookstore, it's
not worth it at the end of the
day."
Besides high prices, students also complain about their
books not being in stock when
classes begin, which is another
reason students resort to other
sources to get their books elsewhere. This is a problem that
starts with professors.
According to Clinton there
were 5300 course5 available
last semester. Of that number
the bookstore only received
1704 adoptions (lists of required
readings for each class).
"111ere were over 3000
courses that we couldn't definit ivcly say if they had a book or
not. The bookstore should have
information for every course
even if they don't have a book,"

Clinton said. "95 percent of the
book requests that were turned
in on time are here on time for
the first day of class. For the
bookstore to move to the next
level, all ~nfonnation should be
.submitted to the bookstore for all
courses at Howard University."
While Clinton understands
the limited budget and frustrations that are often encountered
at the bookstore by Howard students, he encourages students
to work with the administration
and local government to help
make changes.
wlf we can lower prices, we
\\.ill lower them as much as we
can. We want to dispel m}ths
[about textbook pricing] and get
students to be more proactive
and work with us to get prices
lower," he said.

All Howard Majors Enjoying
Beginning Swimming Classes
SWIMMING, from Campus A2

most of thc·m arc traumatized,'
he said.
Kimberly
Ella-Tang,
a
sophomore psychology major,
cmhiatPS the water and enjoys
sw1mm1ng.
"If I had to choose from all
of tlw P. E.'s I would have tak<'n
it anyway," Tang said. "It is what
I am llSl'<l to. I grew up swim
ming. Swimming is something
that is u t ful no matter what you
do, no matter where you're from.
It is a nwthod of survival."

Senior psychology major
.Jennifer Jenkins believes that
knowing how to swim can benefit 1loward students who want
to become a part of the "upperclass."
·
At Howard, there are a lot
of people who do want to earn
a Jot of money in the future,"
.Jenkins said.
"So if you are ever invited
to a country club where there is
swimming and you don't know
how to swim then I think that
is something that keeps you
from being a part of that upperw

class."
Fogan hopes that Howard
students take advantage of the
course offering before they pay
big bucks to learn how to swim.
wonce you walk away from
this campus, to learn how swim
you have to pay for private lessons," he said. "If you don't
learn it here it is going to cost
you three times as much.
Once you become a swimmer, you can go anywhere in
the world and have something
in common with people. You
become a world-class citizen."

How to Place
a Hilltop Ad in
7 days!

•

Day 1)
Make sure you place an order for
your ad, and turn in the service request or make
payment arrangements.
ay 2) Send your ad via email in PDF or jpeg
format (Send to hilltopbusiness@yahoo.com)
ay 3) If there are problems sending the ad via
email, bring a copy to the Hilltop Business
office. (We are located in the West Towers on the
Plaza level across from the mailroom.)
ay 4)

Call or email to insure and verify
insertion
of )·our ad. (Hilltop Business: 202.806.4749)

ay 5)

Remain stress free .....

ay 6)

Be confident that )·our ad is ready· to
run!

ay 7)

support.Through Odee-O's
PC
Support
Group,
Alphonse
assists an)one \\ith computer
problems.
Alphonse shares his passion and knowledge of computers ,...ith Howard business
students. He often sen·es as a
guest lecturer in a class taught
by his former professor, Dr.
Gerald Pepper, in Computer
Introduction and Information
Systems class.
WHis expertise in computer
hardware and knowledge of
computer assembly and disassembly made him a natural to

e

\\.ait, in excitement, to \iew ) 0 UT ad
tomorro\\
•

*If your ad is not requested to run 7 days
prior, your ad WILL NOT be in the paper. We
have to have your payment before the ad runs
or it will not appear in the paper

1ntormation systems not only
can help them but ho\\ it influences the world around them.
Alphonse 'aid.
He plans to start .1 su!'lsid 11) non-profit c 'lmmuni~
senice project concerned with
putting more computers in lowincome communities to help
elementary and high school students operate computers just as
well as college students.
WMO\\lcdg~ isn't power.w
he said. "The application of
knowledge is power, and being
knowledgeable of computers
''ill pla) an intricate part in a
child's education."

serve as a gue$t lecturer in my
class,· Peppers said. -He was
a good student. The things
that impressed me about ~Ir
Alphonse ''ere his "'1llin ~ness
to ''ork \\ith teams. his ~si
th·e attitude and energy that he
brought to the table, and the
e:q>ertise that he did not mind
sharing \\ith his group.
Alphonse doesn "t want to
pro,ide knowledge only to college students. He also feels that
it is Yery important for children to be familiar and aware
of toda) 's technology.
"In order for our children
to be successful. it is absolutely
critical that they have an intricate understanding of how

w

w

Uruvers1ty tu ent ssooation

Brings You...
ACTI 0 N SPEAKS WEEI\ 2005
Saturd1y February 26. 2005
*Community rv Proj@etff
Capital A~ Food Bank from 9am to 12pm
M@@t at' 8:15, in front of the arehlt@CtuN buUdlng

Monday Mlwy 28, 2005
"Buh la Back".Now What"
Digttil Auditorium from 7to 9pm,
Adlnatlon of tht new bush 1dmlnl1tnHon,
and wm. offttldtla Oft l\Ow wt.
colltp ildtnta Clll ltlll ltmUft politically.
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Tltldl7March1. 2005
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hhlt ti •Youth'
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Area Residents Find Howard U. the Best School
BY JANELLE JOLLEY
Contributing Writer

To Howard students, there
is one word that is especially disturbing to hear, even to the most
tolerant of students: "locals."
However, most students
don't know that the D.C. Metro
area natives make up the majority of the student body here at
Howard.
According to the 2004
Howard University fact book,
2,023 students come from
Maryland alorie out of a student
body of 10, 642.
Even in the face of overwhelming statistics many students would still like to believe
local students are small in number because they are not as visible as students from other areas.
This may be due to local students not having any articles of
clothing representing their area
like students from other states,
like Georgia or California.
"Actually we aren't the
minority...we just don't cluster
like everybody else," said Diane
Bryce, a freshman electrical
.
.
.
eng1neenng major.
Despite Howard's reputation in the world of academia,
many still wonder why resident

students would choose Howard,
a school so close.
.
"I feel Howard is the best
Black institution in America, so
location really had nothing to do
with me picking a school. I just
wanted to go to the best one,"
said Wilbur Peer, a sophomore
biology major.
Still others chose to attend
Howard because of its close
proximity to home. "Staying
close to home was a security
issue for me. If I needed to come
home for anything, I could. I'm
glad I stayed home," said Sade
Davis, a freshman radiation
therapy major.
Local students still face the
dilemma of whether to pursue
on campus housing or stay at
home for free. Most local students want to experience the
freedom that comes along with
college life, even though this
may involve what out-of-state
students would see as an avoidable housing expense.
"I was tired of living under
my parents' rules. I wanted to be
more independent and I enjoy
very much living on campus. I
am growing and maturing living
on my own," said Jiffa Gborgla,
a sophomore finance major.
In addition to the freedom

that living on campus allows, it
is also easier to take advantage
of the resources Howard has to
offer when staying in a dorm,
as opposed to when students
choose to commute.
"I decided to live on campus because I feel on campus
is more convenient for my collegiate studies. We have access
to all of the resources we need
on campus," Peer said.
. Although much of the D.C.
Metro area is urban, not all local
students are used to living in a
city.
"I wanted to be in the city
and I didn't want to go to school
in the country where there's
nothing to do ... D.C. is a cool
place," said Whitney Coleman, a
freshman mechanical engineering major. "I wanted to get the
college feel by staying on campus. It still gave me the same
amount of freedom as if I had
gone to a school far away, except
I could still go home if I wanted," Coleman said.
Howard's location in the
nation's capital of Washington,
D.C. will continue to attract local
students because of its prestige,
diverse population and exciting
nightlife.

The Grass Is Always Greener
On Metro's Green Line

Area residents said that although they were raised in the Metro region, they have no problem
staying in the area to attend college and consider Howard University home.

Metro Week Calendar

BY TOMI AKINMUSURU
Hilltop Staff Writer

Thursday
The
typical
Howard
· University student uses the
Metro more than 4 times a month
to go to work, run errands, or
just for recreation.
However, most Howard
students don't actually take
the time to explore the endltss
sights and sounds of the District
of Columbia Metropolitan area.
Most people know the green
line as a means to connect to the
other lines, but few really know
about or have experienced the
things that the green line has to
offer.
The main attractions on the
green line can be categorized
into 3 groups: restaurants, shopping centers and museums. At
just about every station, one or
all three are present.
For example, attheArchives/
Navy Memorial Metro station,
there is a small Mexican restaurant named Andale, famous
for its excellent quesadillas and
specialty tequilas (for those of
age).
At L' Enfant Plaza, a restaurant named Cafe Mozu serves
an innovative blend of European
and Asian influenced dishes that
though are highly expensive, are
worth every, penny.
Depending on the type of
person exploring, the green line
has a plethora of things to see
and places to go.
For the history buffs, the
green line is home to many
important historical spots across
the nation's capital.
Apart from the downtown
area, another wonderful place
to explore the DC Metropolitan
history can be accessed through
the U Street/Cardozo metro station. The historic U Street area
boasts many jazz memorials and
memorabilia shops.
Also, located in the same
area are the African American
Civil War Memorial and Museum
as well as tlie historic Lincoln
Theatre., both attractions that
Howard University students and
tourists should visit.
Within one block from the
Gallery Place-Chinatown station
stands the International Spy
Museum.
Encompassed in roughly 64,000 square feet of land,
the International Spy Museum
exhibits real spy devices, history,
and a lot of fun for all ages.
This same station provides
access to other museums and
attractions like the American Art
Museum, and the Martin Luther
King J r. Memorial Library.

Get your art fix before
the \veekend begins as
An1brose Barras. Giselle
Beiguelrnan and Brian
Kim Stefan£.,read fro1n
their works of poetry
in conjunction \\ ith
Georgetown University's
..Lannan Poetry Series."
Located at the ICC
Auditoriun1 at Georgetown
University (3700 0 St.
N.W.). The event begins
at 8 p.tn. and admission is
free. For details cal I (202)
687-7435.

Aft, do Alt'"andtr-Starf PhoCognpher

There are many interesting sites along the green line s uch as
t he Civil War Memorial, Chinatown and the Navy Memorial.

Probably the two most
famous attractions of the Gallery
Place-Chinatown station are the
MCI Center and Chinatown. The
MCI Center is probably best
known for being the home court
for the Washington Wizards.
"I went to a Washington
Wizards game, and I was shocked
at how accessible it was thru the
metro system. It really didn't
take long to get there since it's
only two stations from Howard.
Then from the station, it's only a
short walk to the MCI Center,"
said Kristin Kimble, a sophomore physical therapy major.
The arena is also the home of
the WNBA Washington Mystics,
the NHL Washington Capitols,
and also the Georgetown
University Hoya Basketball
Team. Many major concerts and
other special events are held at
the MCI Center.
Chinatown is probably the
cuisine and culture hub of the
District. An array of shops and
restaurants are strategically
located to entice the stomachs
and wallets of tourists and residents of the area.
Both Chinese and American
eateries line the 7'h Street
area with favorites such as
Fuddrucker's and China Doll
Gourmet. In the same close
vicinity is the new movie theater
that has proven to add more pizzazz to the area.
J ust one stop away from the
Gallery Place-Chinatown station
is the Mount Vernon Square/ 7'h
street/Convention Center sta-

tion.
The convention center is not
foreign to Howard University students, as it was the site for many
major D.C. community events,
including the 2003 Howard
University Homecoming Step
Show.
Down towards the Greenbelt
station is the Prince George's
Plaza station, which is a favorite among tlie Howard student
body.
There is a new Target store
that was recently added to the
Prince George's Mall, which
already has major stores like the
Gap, Old Navy, Foot Locker and
J CPenney.
"The Metro ride was very
easy. It is very convenient for
riders from Howard because the
mall is on the same line, and it is
only a few stops from the Shaw/
Howard station," said Liz Brice,
sophomore biology major.
Also on this end of the green
line is a station that services the
University of Maryland - College
Park campus, just as the Shaw/
Howard University services our
beloved university.
The line runs from the
Branch Avenue .station in
Maryland to tlie Greenbelt station in Maryland and also runs a
return course.
The line intersects the four
other Metro lines, but runs with
the yellow line through four stations and in total covers 21 stations across the Metropolitan
area.

Friday
For the fashion or att
students at Ho'Nard, or
the friends that tag-a-long
with them, nlake a trip to
the city's Textile !'\1useurn.
The Textile Museum hosts
"Garden of Shav, Is: The
Buta and Its Seeds," an
exhibit including Kashmir
sha\vls and co1nplin1entary
textiles that feature
fragments fron1 Egypt. The
exhibit includes variations
of the Buta in both Asian
and Western sha\vls. and
investigates the landscape
of its design in the past.
Ad1nission to the 1nuseu111
is free but a donation of
five dollars is requested.
Make sure to go during the
hours of I 0 a.n1. lo 5 p.m.
The museun1 is located at
2320 S St. N.W. Take the
red line on the Metro and
get off at Dupont Circle,
the Q Street exit. For
inforn1ation call (202) 6670441 .

Saturday
Hit the movie theater
at Regal Gallery Place
Stadiun1 14 in Chinato,vn.

Check out the new flick
''Be Cool" starrino
::> John
Travolta, Uma Thurman,
Christina Milian and Andre
3000. Be stll'e to bring
your HU student ID so you
can recei\'e the student
discount.

Sunday

into Brothel~". The latter
n1ovie is about d11ldren
iiving in the red light
district of Calcutta \\"hose
1nothers are prostitutes.
Given carneras, the
children are taught to vie\v
everything differently and
\\'ith beauty.
"The Jacket." sta1T1ng
Adrien Brod), is a
psychological thriller
where the actor plays a
\var veteran with an1ncsia.
Ending up in an asylun1
and injected with nu1nero us
cxpcrin1cntal drugs, he is
then locked in a n1orguc in
an unu-;ual 'jacket" '" h re
he sec" hi~ own d 'at . < h,
by the wa). he b accused
of n1urdcr before landing
in the asylurn. The filn1
\\ill <k~ finitely t.1kc you
on a journc). The theater
is located at 555 11th St.
N.W. with the entrance on
E St. between l 0th and
11th Street. Fo furthe1
dctai Is call l 20_) 45--76 72
~

The 1~ational Gallef)
of Art. located on the
National Mall between
Third and Seventh Streets
at Constitution Avenue.
N\V. is open Monday
through Saturday fro1n
10:00 a.in. lo 5:00 p.m. and
Sunday fro1n 11 :00 a.111.
to 6:00 p.n1. Adn1ission is
always frc~. so you don't
have to spend megabucks
on visual stimulation by
son1e of the world's best
flftists. View the various mt
exhibitions on display and
spread the ne\vs to your
friends.

Monday
For the 21 and over crowd,
inakc a night of salsa
dancing \Vith Ricardo
Loaiza and Elba Garcia at
the Lucky Bar. Fron1 8 to
9 p.111., you can take a free
salsa dancing lesson, and
fron1 then until 2 a.m. you
can dance the night a\vay
\Vith your ne\V lllOVCS.
There's no cover charge,
and the club is located at
122 l Connecticut Ave.
N.W. For n1ore infonnation
contact: Ricarclo@,vepanel.
£91n or call the club at
(202) 331-3733.

-

Tuesday
Bring your student ID to E
Street Cinen1a and you' II
only pay $7.50 to vie\v a
good independent filn1 that
goes against the grain. Take
your pick benvcen two
thought-provoking filn1s.
"The Jacket" and "Bo111

Wednesday
If you arc cons1dedng
LU\\', Business, f\..1cdical or
Graduate School, there is a
free sc1ni11ar located at the
Barnes & Noble at Metro
Center (555 1~ ~ St. N. \\ .).
Registration begins at 5:30
p.m .. and the serninar starts
at b p.111. You can also sign
up for this event in ad\ ancc
at W\V\\'.kautcst.gnn or 1800-KAPTEST. You \viii
learn what ad1nissions
officers seek in applicants
as \Vcll as ho\\ to rmse ) our
scores for the GRE, LSAT.
GMl'\T and the f\1CAT.
The event is facilitated b)
Patrick Mullane. a Harvard
MBA and adn1issions
expert. There \Viii also be
free prizes and givca\vays.
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Howard University School of Law
Invites you to its Spring 2005 Open House
Friday, March 11, 2005, 8:00 am - 2:00 pm
•

Howard University School of Law, West Campus
2900 Van Ness Street, NW, Washington, DC 20008
(The law school is not located on the main Howard
University campus)

Learn a6out and eJ(perience tlie liistoric mission andpurpose o
tlie {aw sclioo{
Learn from tfie [eaders of student organizations Sit in on a
c[ass Join in a discussion group
·
•

RSVP by March 4, 2005 (With phone number and
name of undergraduate institution):
admissions@law.howard.edu or call (202) 806-8008/9
•

Please check our website for further details www.law.
howard.edu

•
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I am very disappointed in
the article, printed in your paper
entitled:
"Fantasia Not so Fantastic:
Album Sales Less Than Other
Idols."
I am sure that you are aware
that journalism is often not necessarily about truth, but about
someones perspective or perception of the truth.
There are different perspectives that this author could have
taken in regards to Fantasia. She
could have focused on the fact
that Fantasia is the most critically acclaimed performer to
come out of American Idol.
She could have focused on
the fact that Fantasia made the
Top 10, with her CD debut Free

Yourself, against what many
music insiders have called the
toughest competition, in years;
Filled with heavey hitters such
as The return of Destiny's Child,
U2, Gwen Stefani and Erninem.
She could have focused
on the legends such as Aretha
Franklin, Chaka Kahn and Patti
Labelle, who have sung her
praises. She coulrl have focused
on how after u weeks Fantasia's
CD, Free Yourself is rising on
the charts while others are going
down. She could have mentioned the three singles from her
CD that are on the charts, even
though there is only one video.
A video that was released after
her debut.
She could have focused on
the fact that Fantasia was introduced to music and Hollywood
elite, by Clive Davis at a PreGrammy bash, that included,
two standing ovations for her,
after two electrifying performances. This in an audience that

included Janet Jackson, Mary J.
Blige, Usher and Diana Ross.
She could have brought up
the fact that this cd is geared
towards an R&B audience in
ordeer to establish a base. Yet for
some strange reason the author
of this article did not want to
focus on these truths.
Fantasia has manged to be
at the top of three major charts,
while getting little or no nlagazine coverage. NO magazine
covers other than JET, and yet
she is platinum. This speaks to
how much people love this ed.
It is gaining fans by word of
mouth.
While White establishments,
fail to celebrate, on most occasions, the excellence of African
American women; It is unfortunate that Howard University
saw fit to publish an article that
seeks to look at what Fantasia
has not done rather than all the
things she has.
Artemi Slight

I thought the piece from the
March 2, 2005 edition of the
Hilltop about marijuana was
extremely skewed.
Ok, how
many of these people ever took
the time to read past the "Just
say no" ads? Has anyone one
any research to know that marijuana has been used for mcdici-

nal, spiritual, and recreational
purposes for 10,000 recorded
years and not a single person
has EVER died for n1arijuana
use? Speaking of cigarettes, was
research done to show that multiple studies have shown that
people who smoke cigarettes
and marijuana have markedly
CLEARER and healthier lungs
than people who smoked cigarettes alone?
Did you know
that the US Government that
is so anti-marijuana has performed numerous studies and
still cannot find long term health

risks.
There are tomes upon
tomes about the usefulness of
nlarijuana and yet people are
content to gobble the mindless
propoganda that is served up by
Public Service Announcen1ents.
So that which kills thousands
annually - alcohol - is legal and
that which can help millions marijuana - is not. Sounds logical, eh? Stop by your neighborhood NORML website and open
your eyes .
Sheila Hylton

Where Are All the Candidates?
At Howard, we like to and students haven't really been
consider ourselves politically informed of the issues and how
active and in tune to the issues each candidate plans to address
on campus, locally, and globally. them. Coincidentally, very few
In previous years, we have shown know who is running for the
that attitude with things such as other offices such as undergradprotests and voter registration uate trustee.
drives. The IIUSA
presidential
campaigns are no different as students make
sure to attend every
speak out so they can
make a sound decision for next year's
HUSA president and
vice-president.
Apparently,
students have lost their politWe fear that after last
ical edge. There are only two year's poorly organized and concandidates running for HUSA troversial elections, students
president. So far , there has only may feel as though the speak
been one speak out with very outs and elections just aren't
few students in attendance. important. There was one genFurthermore, we have yet to eral election and two run-offs
see or hear each candidate's before we finally named our
plans for next year, once they HUSA president and vice presiget into office. HUSA elections dent. Students were also conare less than three weeks away, cerned with allegations that one
and with only two candidates, of tne candidates for underthere isn't much choice. We are graduate trustee was accused of
afraid this year's elections may cheating. This may have discourbe more of a popularity contest aged students from participatsince the competition is scarce ing in this year's elections. Some

Our View:

students may have felt that their
vote didn't count after the winner was finally decided almost
a month after the original election.
It is hard trying lo determine who is to blame for the
poor participation. \Ve
can understand why
students might feel
complacent towards
this year's elections.
However, more participation from the
candidates would be
greatly
appreciated
if they aim to change
students' minds.
Hopefully, students will
realize that despite their participation, the elections will go
on and someone will be named
HUSA president and vice president. Therefore, if a president
is chosen that some do not
agree with, they have no right to
complain since no one seemed
concern with the campaigns.
However, we do think that the
candidates need to step it up a
bit. Since there isn't much competition, there is no excuse for
poor advertising and low visibility.

Students should not sit back and
wait until the wrong candidate
is elected to speak out.
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The National Gallery of Art
Prese11ts Spring Collection
BY SHANNON RUSSELL

The picture portrays the struggle, triumph and emotion of the legendary heroin
of the Underground Rail·· ·lad Lawrence was
famous for illustrating \fric1n-Americans
and their hardships, and was heavily influenced by artist during the Harlem

Contributing Writer

Going to the museum is not only a
pick up line that a person uses to sound
interesting. It is now, and has been a place
where people continue to gravitate towards
for honest reasons, like viewing ait that
inspires and frees the mind.
D.C. 's National Gallery of Art has
contemporary art from paintings and
sculptures to architecture. A wide
body of exhibits take you're from
the east side of the museum
to the west, allowing you
to glance, and sometin1es
stop to look at the mass
amounts of artwork.
Gallery
highlights for the spring
include Dirty Baby,
111 Daybreak- A Time
to Rest and Dancers
and Gazelles. Dirt
B ·iby is an exhibit by
Ed Ruse.ha and will be
on .iispl,1y until ~fay.
l'he exhibit contains paintings, drawings
and photographic books
of apaitment buildings,
illustrating common objects
present everyda} lives. Ruscha
uses organic materials and words to
convey his ideas so the viewer can clearly
visualize his scenarios.
In Daybreak- A Time to Rest, Jacob
Lawrence combines various hues and real- Renaissance.
istic ele1nents to illustrate the story of
His
neighborhood
surroundings
Harriet Tubman
allowed him to portray what he saw grow-

ing up, and served as a fou ndation that led
hin1 to success.
Paul r.t anship's Dancers and Gazelles
illustrates ex-pression through sculpture.
In, his work he shows a young woman
dancing and excited gazelles mimicking
her free flowing n1ovcmenls .
Her hands are out to the sides of her as
she motions for one of the ga.zelles to
interact with her, and the other to
stay calm . Both gazelles look
excited as they wait for their
masters next command.
The artist used
molten metal to create his work; however,
the woman's skirt
looks lightweight,
as if it's flowin!;
in the wind.
Manship 1s
known fo r his
Prome th eus
fou ntain in New
York's Rockefeller
center
plaza.
Duri ng .Manship's
career, he became
one ofU1e most sought
after American artists
for p ublic sculpture.
With a variety of
paintings, sculptures and
drawin_gs, The National
Gallery of Art is a place where you ca.i
get Jost in the various array of exhibits,
and around every corner, a new exhibit
awaits you.

Students Eager to be in Shape for Spring Break
BY WHITNEY WINGATE

Gold's Gym is a larger gym
located near \'ann Ness/ UDC
metro stop.
Son1e students prefer to
exercise privately.
"I don't like going out in
the cold and walking to Burr.
Instead, I do Taebo in my roon1,"
said student Lindsey \Voods.
Gabrielle Johnson is ma.xi1ninng her "worl .out 'lOtential"
by tripling her acthities. "There
are aerobics classes held in Burr
every Monday, \Vednesday and
Friday from 4-5 p.m. On the
weekends I do Taebo, and on
Tuesdays and Thursdays I do
pilates."
Many need to be pushed and
prefer to work with their peers.
Burr is closer, free there is no
long te1m commitment and you
have people there to help you
train," said student Tiarra \Vade
said.
Many students have contacted Howard's own weight
training coach Tyronnc Turner
in hopes that he would assist
them in their weight loss. "A lot
of them are trying to train for
spring break and get toned,"
Turner said.
Coach Turne1 said, "It's a
little late to just start training
now though; usually it takes
about four to six weeks to notice
results."
Fortunately for the latecom-

Contributing Writer

A mass migration of college students across America
will soon begin booking flights
and contacting travel agencies
to plan out their seasonal migration known as "Spring Break."
At the top of most students'
"to do" list is to tone up. 1 1c ;e
preparations have already begun
for some undergraduates.
\Vith spring break quickly
approaching, many students
have dropped their burgers for
salads. Some have joined sports
clubs in order to tone their bodies and Jose that extra weight
they gained over winter break.
ln the District, there are
nlany diffcrl'nt gyms and fitness
centers to choose from.
Third Power Fitness is located in the Adams .Morgan area,
which is accessible by shuttle.
Julia Luccan, a trainer at Third
Power Fitness, said that college
students in the area accounted
for more than 10 percent of their
clientele.
Other metro accessible
gyms offc~ extra incenth "S for
students including discounted
membership or enrollment fees.
Cit) Center Fitness is located
near the :McPherson Square
metro station on the orange line
and boasts a $44 monthly fee.
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Porsha Summerville
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This spring, The National Gallery of Art will be featuring
Cotton Puffs, Q-tips®, Smoke and Mirrors: The Drawings
of Ed Ruscha; Andre Kertesz; Rembrandt's Late Religious
Portraits ; Fauve Painting from the Permanent Collection;
and Six Centuries of Prints and Drawings: Recent
Acquisitions exhibits until May 2005.
(Top) Henri Matisse's Open Window, Collloure (1905)
is the center piece of the Fauve Permanent Collection
and was from the collection of Mr. and Mrs. John Hay
Whitney.
(Above) Rembrandt van Dutch's Self-Portrait as the
Apostle Paul (1658, oil on canvas) Is one of several pieces in the Rembrandt Exhibit.

\l•ri. Kl•>t • '>t..lr PIM•• nph<T

As Spring Break approaches, many students are dedicating
much of their f ree time to exercising.

crs, Turner said that, "With a
consistent workout plan, usually
working out three to four times
per week, and a balanced diet
you should start to sec a change.
You'll at least feel better."
According to Turner, one of
the most effective workouts is a
squat. In order to properly do
these, the feet need to be set
a little bit more than shoulder
width apart; the abs should be

"I anl d~namic!" said senior
public relations major Porsha
Su1nmerville.
"I am a lot of things,"
Summerville said. "Sometin1es
I can be scatter-brained and
other times very determined.
Sometilncs I can be shv, but for
the 1nost part I am a people person and vel)· outgoing."
The Philadelphia native
added that her style is sin1ilar,
"My st)•le is also a lot of things
and all O\'er the place just like
my personality...
Those who con1e in contact
with Porsha for the first time will
more than likely agree that her
style is a lot of things, 1naking it
trendy yet unique.
As a fashion merchandising
minor, Porsha's love for fashion
can be seen through her style.
She pieces items tov,ether to give
her the look tl1at ,tanlls c•ul from
the rest. She appears confident
in what she has p ut together;
bridging a trendy and funky, yet
classic look.
Admitting that thrift stores

tightened and the back should be
straigh t.
Then you should bend your
knees until your thighs are parallel with the ground. It should
look almost like your sitting in
a chair.
Coach Turner
advised,
..Good exercise and eating habits shouldn't be one time things.
They should be done every day
because it's j ust healthy."

are high on her list of places
to shop, Porsha also says she
loves Arden B, Zara and BCBG.
"I don't particular have a favorite
place to shop because I have so
man y, but these arc the places I
have been shopping in recently,"
she said.
As an aspiring entertainment publicist, Porsha knows
that entertainment and fashion
go hand and hand and ca n sometimes be quite shallow.
"When you're in the industry, you have to look nice. Even
on your down days when you
have on sweats, they have to be
nice, like Juicy Couture or something," she said. "So fashion is
not only important in my personal life, but for my career as
well."
Whether for her personal
life or her career, one thing is
evident about this Fac;hion Idol,
she appears 'lure of herself, her
career and most of all her style.

By El'ica Williams
Life & Style Editor

Smoothie Mania
Banana Smoothie (serves 2)
Ingredients
1/ 2 cup milk
1 banana
t/ 4 cup plain or frui~ yogurt
1 teaspoon honey
1- :.? SC'oops \'anilla ice cream or yogurt
Directions
Place all ingredients in blender: blend u ntil S?vIOOTH!
Pour into chilled glas s and serve .

1\lorning Sunrise (serves 1)
I ngredil•nts

Banana, pl'cled and sliced
1/ 2 cup of strawbenies
1/2 cup of orange juice
A handful of kl' cubes
i

•
Direl'tions
PlaC'e nil ingredients in blender nnd blend until smooth.

F ruitny Smoothie
Ingredients
1 banana
8 strawberries
2 cups pulpy orange juice
1 cup frozen blueberries
1 strawberry or raspberry yogurt (or soy yO!,'Urt)
Optional:
1 half cup egg whites
half teaspoon honey
. protein powder
Directions
l\li'\ together in blender and enjoy.

u11uu1.c•vc1·ydaycook.com
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Cavs Usher in New Owners Lacrosse Team Downed 12-7
BY COURTNEY EILAND
Asst.. Sports Editor

After two postponed games due to the snow, the
women's lacrosse team at last received a chance to put
their practice into play.
Yesterday afternoon, the Lady Bison faced the
Davidson Lady Wildcats, but suffered their first regular
season loss in a 12-7 hard fought game.
Junior goalie Shatarah Ramirez 9tlmits that the
recent weather played a role in the focus of yesterday's game. " It kind of threw off the preparation. We
were prepared to play on Sunday," said Ramirez. "We
weren't able to practice on the fie ld a lot because of the
cold and of the snow. I feel that it definitely threw the
physical aspect off because we weren't able to do the
same game preparation."
Sophomore defender Shanon Morris, on the other
band, believes that the weather was not the main
problem, but the lack of intensity. " I don't think the
weather had anything to do with it," said Morris. "We
played well for the most part but we just needed that
extra drive."
Davidson was led by junior attack wing Eloise
Grose who led the Lady Wildcats with four goals.
Howard had strong games by both Ramirez and
All Pro PhOIO
younger sister Sashah Ramirez who contributed with
Both Shatarah Ramirez and her sister,
one goal.
Sasha, played well for the Lady Bison on
"I believe that both the offense and the defense
Wedi;iesday. Sasha scored for Howard.
had pretty strong games. We made some errors such as
forced passes and bad passes, but I think that this game and communication on defense to name a few," said
Ramirez. "We also need to work on raising the level of
definitely showed growth," said Morris.
Like Morris, Ramirez points out areas that the intensity as we move from game to game."
The Lady Bison will prepare to face Siena College
team needs to work on. "We need to work on our weaknesses that we faced in today's game, like drop control next Wednesday at 4 p.m.

Bison Sports Shorts
Bison Basketball - Although guard Luis
Ford played in only 10 of the Bison's 26 ganles
thus far, he is still the team leader in steals with
38. Rounding out the top three in that category
are Daryl Hudson with 31 and Will Gant with
27. Ford was averaging 14.1 points per game
before losing his eligibility.

Bison Tennis - The Bison tennis match-

Phil

~·1 R.1otuno·

Akron Heaton Jouroal

At a press conference at Gund Arena on Tuesday, Usher Raymond was announced as a
new minority owner of the Cleveland Cavaliers. The group that bought the team for $374
million Is led by 42-year-old Daniel Gilbert, the founder of Quicken Loans.

Keeping Score for the Bison:
Howar d's Shatarah Ramirez

up v.rith George Mason University that was
schedule for this afternoon at 2 p.m. was cancelled due to the weather. According to Head
Coach Strickland, games are cancelled when
the weather outside is below 50 degrees. The
match-up was set to take place at the Banneker
tennis courts.

Bison Track and Field - The Bison outdoor track and field season begins on March
18 when the Howard travels to Charlotte,
where they will take on the University of North
Carolina and other schools in a weekend meet.
The Bison have a month break between the
indoor season, which concluded with the MEAC
Indoor Championships, and the beginning of
the outdoor season.

BY KEIRSTEN ALSTON-MURRAIN

What Happens When
The Game is Cancelled?

Contributing Writer

BY ALFONS PRINCE
Contributing Writer

When you have practice at 6 a.m., a full course
load and still find time to have a job and a social
life, you must be nothing short of amazing. Or,
you could just be Shatarah Ramirez, goalie for the
Howard University won1en's lacrosse team.
An avid athlete since adolescence, Ramirez
played not only lacrosse but also volleyball and
basketball. While growing up however, Ramirez
would quickly realize in what domain her success
would lie. It was playing lacrosse that rewarded
her with a scholarship to Howard.
A native of Denver, Co., Shatarah came to
Howard to experience a new culture, one very different from the Rocky Mountain scenery. "It's a
pretty neat place to grow up," said Ramirez about
her hometown.
She only gets to visit home once or twice a year.
At the beginning of her college career, being away
from home was not as bad as it is now. However,
her younger sister who gives her a little piece of
home every day joins Ramirez at Howard.
Shatarah's younger sister, Sashal1 Ramirez is
a freshman psychology major and plays lacrosse
as well. "My sister is my best friend," said Sashah.
Ironically, Shatarah said the same thing.
Sashah said she chose to come to Howard
because it is the best HBCU, to be closer to her
sister and play the sport she loves. The two also
played on the same team in high school. Growing
up, Sashah said Shatarah was a practical joker.
"She is very family oriented," said Sashah. She
also said that Shatarah always took care of her and
her younger brother. When asked what people
should know about her sister, Sashah responded,
"I think people realize that she is a strong, confident person."
"What they don't know," said Sashah, "is that
Shatarah has a sensitive side as well."
That side is not seen on the lacrosse field.
"Intense" is how sophomore radio major
Cherelle Jones described Shatarah when she dons
her Howard colors. Jones is one of Shatarah's
teammates and has been for two years. As a teammate, Jones admits that Shatarah is a great player.
She is "encouraging and leads by example," Jones
said while highlighting the fact that the goalie
from Denver is also a great friend to many.
Two days a week, between classes and practice, Shatarah works part time at a youth community center in Wheaton, Md. It is a nonprofit
organization that is run through the Washington
Chiefs, the District's minor league football team.
There, she tutors and mentors middle school stu-

All Pro Photo

Shatarah Ramirez will take up the mantle of
Howard's No. 1 goalie this year for the Bison.

dents. Human-development, self-image and self
-improvement programs are offered there as well.
Majoring in public relations and education,
Shatarah's goal is to have her own nonprofit
resource center for inner city youth. She said
that public relations includes a variety of professions and said that she bas a natural ability for
it. Working at the community center gives her
hands on experience on the educational needs of
the youth.
When she is not working or playing lacrosse,
Shatarah enjoys being a regular college student.
"I love music, I love to dance," said Shatarah.
She goes out with friends, goes to parties, the
movies, the mall and also the Smithsonian.
Despite her many activities, Shatarah manages to maintain a 3.6 grade point average.
"I've always, always been involved in a lot of
things, I hate to be idle," Ramirez said. "I like to
do things I enjoy and as much as I can."

With winter giving the country
its last brutal stand, there have
been many cancellations and
rescheduling of all spring sporting
events for Howard sports. It makes
some wonder what do athletes do
with their "free" time when a game
gets cancelled?
While the options range from
still wanting to play, to going out,
to opening a book for class, some
also wonder why the game had to
be cancelled at all ..
Take Shannon Morris, a member of the Lady Bison Women's
Lacrosse team from Long Island,
N.Y. She feels that more should
be done when inclement weather
forces cancellations.
"You're disappointed because
you have all this energy left over,"
the sophomore nutrition major
said. She added, "Howard gives
no support, not plowing the field,
things of that nature. It's sad
because we have to travel 30 minutes to play on a field that is made
up of the same turf that we have."
Another member of the
Women's Lacrosse team , Shatarah
Ranlirez, from Denver, Colorado,
believes that the university should
have a backup plan in place. The
junior public relations major hopes
that, "When it snows, there should
automatically be a plan in place, a
back-up plan in case it snowed."
Also she said that she would
like to check around and gather
other opinions from other schools.
She noted that schools that have
the same turf as Howard can get
the snowed removed within a matter of hours.
"By doing this we would find
out how they use the snow blower," she said.
In essence, few athletes like
their ganles cancelled. One thing
May• Cllll•m • Pho10 Ectl1or
that is certain is that players do
take full advantage of the opportu- Monday's snowfall caused the Lady Bison to postpone
nities they get when they do play. their lacrosse match-up against Davidson.

